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Abstract. In 1955, Wigner introduced the concept of Valid sequences’ while studying the limit- 
ing distribution of the eigenvalues of random matrices. In this paper, we study the properties of 
valid sequences in precise mathematical terms ano pi- .z\ye some new results. There are no analyt- 
ical formulae available to enumerate the number of’ v. Zd sequences. 
1. Introduction 
One possible approach to the study of the limiting distribution of the 
eigenvalues of random matrices is to exantine the associated moment 
sequences. For the random sign ensemble, Wigner [S] has shown by a 
fine combinatorial analysis that the expected value of the empirical di- 
stribution function of the eigenvalues of the random sign ensemble con- 
verges asymptotically (as the dimension tends to infinity) to a distribu- 
tion function with a semicircle density. 
Use of this method leads to the consideration of the first moments 
of traces of powers of random matrices. The analytic expression for 
these traces is a summation of terms which are products of elements of 
the random m,atrix. Each product is uniquely identiCied by a selquence of
positive integers. For asymptotic properties of the random sign ensemble 
only certain special sequences among those sen,*lences a sociated with 
products in the summation eed be considered. Thes;: are the sequences 
which Wigner calls ‘valid sequences’. 
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In order t;, extend the validity of the rest& of Wigner to more general 
random ensembles using t!he method of moments, one needs to study 
the properties of the sequences associated with traces of powers in finer 
detail. 
2. Combinatorial arguments 
Let V= {1,2,.., n) be the set of first n positive integers alnd let 
P = {(i, j) : i E V, j E V) be the set of all ordered pairs of points of PC 
Denote by 13 the digraph with loops comprising V and P and by 
Ak,n, k? l,n> 1,th e set of all walks of length k associated with D. 
Let us denote a typical walk f of A k,n byf(l),gf(l),fC2),gf(2)i.-,fM, 
gf(k),.f(k+ 11, wheref(l),f(2), .-.9 f(k -t 1) are points of V and ;?rcg#) 
equals arc (f(v), f(v+ 1)). The cardinality of any set A will be denoted 
by #A. Let Df denote the set of different points of V in a walk f (less 
the first point f (1 )), i.e., 
Df= cf(i), 2< i<: k+ 1: f(i)@ u(l),...,f(i--1))) - -_ 
and let df .7= #D, -+ 1. By definition, a walk f has b different pohts (or 
members) if and only if df = b, I,& # (i, @ denote the slumber tj_>f times 
that arc (i, j) appears lin the walkf, i.e., 
#(i, jIf = # @(Y) = (f(v),,f(v+ l)), 1 5 v< k: f(v) = i, f@tl) = j)_ 
For 1 (, v <_ k, g&v) = (f(v), f(v+l)) is calls J a free arc If and only if 
f(v+l) $ if(l), f(2), -, f(v)} and a repetitive arc if and only if 
f(v+l) E u(l),yf(2), . . ..f(v)). For a given walk f, let Ff denote the set 
of al1 free arcs and .R/ the set of all repetitive arcs, i.e., 
Ff = tgf(v), 1 5 v <_ k: gf(v) is free), 
Rf = (gf(v), 1 5 v 5. k: gf(v) is repetitive} . 
It is immediate that 
and 
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#Ff = # @(v), 1 <_ v <_ k: gf(v) is free) 
= # cf(v+l), 1 5 v <, k: f(h) $ u(l), . . ..J-(v)}) 
=# cf(v), 2 5 v 5 k+ 1: f(v) $ u(l), l .,f(v-1))) 
(2) #Ff=#Df=df-1. 
Lemma 2.1. Let f E A,,, be such that if WECgf(lh+2), . . ..gfW. 
then #(i, j>f + #(j, i)f >, 2. Then df 5 [3 k] + 1. 
Roof. Let f E Ak,, satisfy the conditions of the lemma. If 
f(i) E W), 2 L v L fi+ 1: f(v) $ Ml), . . ..f(v-1))) Y 
then cf(i- l), f(i)) is a free arc. The condition of the lemmaa implies that 
at least one arc among gf(i), .*., gfck) must equal (f(i- 1 ), f(i)) or 
(f(i), f(i-1)) since f(i) $ cf(i), . . . . f(i-1) }). Any such occurrence, say 
(f(Z- l), f(Z)), must be repetitive since f(Z) E if(l), . . . . f(l-- Y )) . Hence 
with each free aarc is associated arepetitive arc which is equal to the 
free arc or its reverse, (the reverse arc of arc (i, j) is arc (j, i)). This im- 
plies #Fr 5 #R,, since all free arcs are different. This, with (11, implies 
#Ff < [$ k] + 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. - 
Jdmnaa 2.2. Let f E A,,, be such that: 
(0 V(i, j) E (erf(!), gfC2), ..,gf(k)I, then #W, ilf + #CL Of >, 2; 
(ii) f(1) =f(l+ 1) for some I, 1 < E < k. - - 
Then df 5 [*k]. 
Proof. The lemma is trivially true if f is constant. Assume f is not con- 
stant. If f(2) =f(Z+ 1) for some I, 1 <, I <, k, a new sequence of arcs may 
be formed from gf( l), gf(2), . . . . gf(k) by omitting all those arcs equal 
to (f(Z), f(Z+ 1)) (there will be two or more such arcs, by condition (i)). 
The sequence of arcs thus formed is associated with a walk h: h(l), 
gh (1 ), h(2), gh (2), l .*, h(i- l),gh (i-l), h(i), 2 5 i < k-l (a lower bound 
of 2 since f is not constant) which satisfies condition (i) and which is 
such that dh = df. Lemma 2.1 then gives 
df=dh <_ #(i-l)] + 15 [*(k-2)] + 1 = [$k] . 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
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Lawna 2.3. Let k be even, say k = 2v. Let f E .A2v,n be such thut: 
(i) V(i, j) E @il), q(2), . . ..gfW. l -,sf(WI, then Hi, i), + 
Hi,Of 2 2; 
(ii) f(1) = f(2v+ 1); 
(iii) df = v+ 1. 
If @, j) E (sfll), gf(2), . ..! gj(2v)} , then #(i, j)f == 1, #(i, i)f = 1. 
Proof. Let f E A2v,n satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of the lemma. 
(For n >_ v + 1 such an f is easily constructed. Ear example, let f( 1) =x 1, 
f(2!) = 2, f(v) = v, f(v+ 1) = v+ :f, f(v+ 2) = v, . ..J(2v) = 2, f(2v+ 1) = 1.) 
Lemma 2.1 shows that $ <_ v + 1. By Lemma 2.2, one must have 
f(Z) # f(Z + 1 ), 1 < 2 < 2v. Equation (2) holds: - - 
#Ff=#D,=df-1 =v. 
Consider the first arc gf( 1) = u(l), f(2)). Lffi( 1) $ u(3), ...yf(2v- 1 )I , 
then by condition (i) the last arc must be the reverse of the first since 
f(l) $ u(2), . . ..f(2v)). On the other hand, iff(1) E u(3), . . ..f(2v-l)}. 
then the following argument applies. Let I, 3 <_ Z < 2v - 1, be the least 
integer such that f(Z) = f (1). Assume f(Z-1) # f(2). Condition (i) im- 
@es that the repetitive arc gf(Z- 1) = (f(Z-- 1 ), f( H 3) must be matched 
by at least one further occurrence among f(Z), .. ..gf(2v) of an arc equal 
to cf(r-- 1), f( 1)) or (f(l), f(Z- l)), these occurren.ces being repetitive 
arcs, since no free arc equals (f(Z-- l), f( 1)) or cf( E), f(Z- 1)); which is so 
because: 
(1) the first arc does not since f(Z- 1) # f(2); 
(2) no arc amonggf(2), . .. . gf (Z-2) involves an f( 1); and 
(3) any further free arc among gf(Z),,..., gf(2v), say cf(i-- l), f(i)), 
could not have f(i) = f( 1) or f(i) = f(Z- 1) because in either case . ’ 
f(Z) E U( 1 ), . . ., f(i- 1)) . For each free arc there is an occurrence in the 
sequence of arcs of a repetitive arc equal to the free arc itself or its re- 
verse by condition (i). Since there are v different free arcs, one must 
have at least 2v arcs in the sequence qualing these or their reverses. 
This is apart from the 2 or more repetitive arcs equaling cfcr- l), f( 1)) 
or (f(l), f(Z- l)), s&e no free arc equals either. Altogether, one would 
need at least 2~ + 2 arcs; but only 2v are available. Hence one must have 
f(Z--- 1) =f(2). Thus the reverse of the l”srst arc occurs. 
Now define a walk !z by: 
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h(l) = f(2), h(2) = f(3), . . . . h(i) = f(i+ !I, l om, 
h(2v) = f(2v+ 1) = f(l j, .h(2v+ 1) =f(2.) , 
andgh(l) = cf(2),f(3)),gh(2) = cf(3),f(4)), •~*9gh(2v-l) = cfc2v)9fcl)19 
gh(2v) = (J(l), f(2)). It is immediate that h satisfies conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iii) of the lemma. The above argument shows that the reverse of 
gh (1) = u(2), f(3)) OCCUfS among gh (2) = cf(3)1, f(4)), l ..,,!?h (2,v) = m 11, 
f(2)). Continuing in the same manner, one concludes that if (i, j) E @(l ), 
gf ca , . . ..gf(2v)}. then (j, i)E (gf(l), gf(2), . . ..gf(2v)]. Since there are t’ 
different free arcs and 2v arcs altogether, one must have #(i, j)f = 1, 
#Cj, Of = 1 for each (i, j) E (gf(l),gf(2), . . . . gf(2v)}. This completes thle 
proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.4. Let k be odd, say k = 2v + 1. Let f E AZv+l,n be such that’: 
(0 if(i,j) E (gf(l),gf(2), . . ..gf(2v+ l)), then #(i, j)f+#(i, iJf >, 2; J 
(ii)f(l) = f(2v+2). 
Thend+v= [$k]. 
Proof. Let f E AZ,+l,n satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of the lemma. Lemma 
2.1 shows that df 5 v+ 1. Assume df = v+ 1. Then, by Lemma 2.2, 
’ f(a) # f(2 + l), 1 < t C 2t i- 1. There are #Ff = #Of = df-1 = v dlifferent - - 
free arcs. For each free arc, there is a repetitive arc equal to the free arc 
itself or its reverse. This occupies 2v of the 2v+ 1 arcs associated with 
f. By condition (i), the remaining arc must equal one of the free arcs or 
its reverse. In other words, #(i, j)f + #(i, iIf = 2 for all (i, j) E (gf( 11~ =.., 
gf(2v+ 1)) except one, say (k, l), for which #(k, lJf + #(I, kjf = 3. 
Let us consider all possibilities. First consider the case #(k, 2)f = 3. 
(The case #(!, k)f = 3 is the same.) With f is associated asequence of 
arch lrfW, ~*:rgf(r), v&FfW, _..,gf(t), . . . . gf(2vi- 1), where g&r) ;= gf(s) = 
gf(t) = (k, 1) and L **-r >_ 2, t-s >_ 2. Let g,?(i) denote the reverse of g&i). 
From the walk f, define the walk h with the arcs in the following man- 
ner: 
&(I) = a”f(f’l) = (l,f(t+2)) = (h(l), h(2)), 
gh (2)= g,(t+2) = Cf(t+2), fV+3)) = (h(2), h(3)), 
gh ((2v+1)--t) = gf(2vtl) = (f’(2til), f(2v+2)) 
= (h(62v+l)-t), h((2v+l)--(t- 1))) , 
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rPi,m=+w(t-w =gfo =: (fil),fm 
= (h((2u+l)-(t-l)),h((2zJ+l)-(t-2))) , 
: 
gh ((2v+l )--&-.*l)) = g#=-- 1) = (f&-l), k) 
= (h((2v+l)-(t-+1)), h((2v+l)-(t-r))), 
gh (@+l)-(t--r)) = gf*(s- 1) = (k, f(s- 1)) 
= (h((2v+l)-(t-r)), h((2v+l)-(t-r- 1))) , 
gh((2v+!)-(t-r-‘))=gf*(s-2) = (f(s-1), f(s--2)) 
= (h(CWl)--(t-r-l)), h((2zN)-(t-r-2))) , 
. 
gfi (( 2v+ 1 ).- -(t-s+2)) = qr+ 1) = cf(r+2), I) 
= (l2((2v+l)-(t-s+2)), h(c2u+l)-(t-s+l))) , 
& ((2v+1)-(t-s+l)) =gf(s+l) = (1, f(s+2)) 
. = (h((2v+l)-(t-s+l)), h((2v+l)-(t-s))), 
. , 
gh ((2* l )-4) = gf v-2) = (#V-2), f(t- 1)) 
= (h((2vtl)-4), h((2v+l)-3))) 
gh((2H1)-3) =gf(t-1) = (f(t-I), k) 
= (h((2vtl)-3), h(2v+l)-2)). 
The: arcs associated with h are gf( l), . . . . gf(r- l), gfx’(r+ l), . . . . gT(s- 1 ), 
gf@+lh l *=9 l!fw-0, gfu+lE, . . ..gf(2vtl). in other words, the same as 
those associated with f except hat all arcs equaling (k, I) have been drop- 
a pN ri and some of the arcs associated with f have been reversed. It is easily 
seen that if (i, j) E (sh (l), . . ..fk (2v-2)), then #(i, j)h + #(i, iIh = 2, and 
& =$=v+ 1. But Lemma 2.1 shows dh <_ v. One must conclude, by 
contradiction, that df 5 V. 
The other possibility is #(k, “)f = 2, #(I, k)f = 1 (or, what is the same 
thing, #(k, Z>f = 1, #(Z, kJf = 2) for which an argument similar to the 
above may be given. The details are not given here. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 2.4. 
3. Wignez’s combinatorial theorem 
In this section, we present a solution to the problem of enumeration 
of special types of walks that arise in c$onnection with the moments of 
traces of random matrices. This result is essentially due to Wigner 131. 
If ;f 12 @u) denotes an n X n symmetric matrix, then 
3, Wigrter ‘s combinatorial thwrem 
where the summation is over 
are random variables with “ii 
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1 i $5 n, I = 1, 2, . . . . k. Further, if the xii 
= Xii, {Xii, i <_ j} independent and 
Prob (Xij =l)=$=P(xij=-l),i+j, Prob(xii=O)=l, 
then the computation of the expectation of tr Xk reduces to the prob- 
lem of enumeration of special walks. A symmetric random matrix with 
the above distribution is referred to by Wigner as the random sign en- 
semble, and the problem is the enumeration of valid sequences defined 
below by Czk,n . h explicit knowledge of the numbers #czk,n would 
give the sequence of expectations E(tr Xk), k = 1,2, . . . . for the random 
sign ensemble. This is still an open problem. 
Because Wigner [3] wa,c oncerned with an asymptotic distribution 
(as n + -1, he considered the enumeration of the valid sequences with 
df = u + 1 since the number of sequences with df < v + 1 is asymptotic- 
ally negligible. We will now state Wigner’s result in a form which arises 
in the consideration of more general random ensembles. 
Theorem 3.1 (Wigner’s Combinatorial Theorem). Let &,n be the set 
oj’all f 5 A2,,n such that: 
(i) 0’” (& j) E Ig# 1, gf(21, ..~,g&W, then Hi, jIf +#U Of > 2; - 
(iij f(1) =f(2v+ 1); 
(iii)cif=v+l. 
Then 
#B,, n = vlri’lj, f?‘+l + o(#+l) . 
9 
. . 
Proof. Let fE B2V,n. By Lemma 2.2, f(l) # f(l+l ), 1 <, I <, 2v. By Lemma 
2.3, if (i, j) E (gf(l), . . . . gf(2v)}, t&n #(i, j>f = 1, kt: 0’. i$ = 1. 
A sequence p: (1,2, . . ..m} + {integers) is called a lype sequence if and 
onlyift(l)ZO, 1 <Zlm, t(l)= l,t(m)=Oandt(Z+l)-t(Z)=+ 1, 
15 2 5 m- 1. For each f~ B,,, , define the type sequence tf: 
%[1,2, . . .. 2v) + {integers} as follows: 
tf(Z) = #{gf(i), 1 < i < I: gf(i) is free) 
- #{g,(i), 1 < i < I: gf(i) is repetitive} . 
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For a given type sequence f: ( 1,2, . . . . 24 + {integers) , one has 
# UE Bzv,n : tf(Z), 1 <, I 5 2~) = n(n- 1) .s. (n-V) . 
This is so because: 1; 1) there are n choices fi lr f( 1) ; (2) for 2 <, i 5 2v, 
if t(i)--t(i-- 1) = 1, then u(i- l), j(i)) is a free arc and f(i) may be any 
number which has not been used yet; and (3) for 2 <, i < 2v, if 
t(E) - t(i- 1) = - 1, then (f(i- l), f(i)) is a repetitive arc and must be the 
reverse of the arc which originally led to f(i- 1) (Lemma 2.3), and 
hence f(i) is completely determined. Let S, denote the number of 
type sequences with domain { 1,2, . . . . 2~). Then 
#B2vn , = S,n(n-1) . . . (n-v) = S,nv+l + o(nv+l) . 
To find S, one argues as follows. The number of type sequences t such 
that t(i) > 0, 1 I i 2 2v- 1, t(2v) = 0, i.e., no 0 before the last value, 
kli be denoted by SL. From such sequences one can obtain a type se- 
qu::nce with domain { 1,2, . . . . 2v-2) b\r omitting t(l), t(2v) and sub- 
tracting 1 from each t(i), 2 < i <, 2v-1. Hence 
s; =s,_, (s; =s, = 1). 
Given a type sequence with domain { 1,2, . . . . au}, let 2k be the smallest 
integer such that t(2k) = 0 for the first time. Then LS~ : {1,2, . . . . 2X-j -9 
{integers] forms a 0 free type sequence while t2 : (2k-+l, .. . . 2v) + 
{integers) forms an arbitrary type sequence. Hence 
The recursive quations permit the sslccessi.ve calculation of tht: Sv. For- 
mJly, one can obtain hi closed formula for therx by writing 
Thy recursive formuk (3) then gives 
r(x)= 1 W2(X). 
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The 1 on the right hand side is necessary because (3) is not valid for 
v = 0. It follows that 
t(x) = (1 k (l-4&/29-. 
Actually, the lower sign has to be taken. It gives 
s, = 3, (,$I) (-4)v+ l = ;J(;$), ’ . . . 
And finally, 
# B,, n = vl ((v2v!\), nv+l # + o(nv+l ) . . . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let CZ~,~ denote the set of all f~ Azk,. such that: 
(i) f(1) = f(2k+ 1); 
(ii) f(i) + f(i+l ), 1 < i < 2k; 
(iii) if (i, I) E: (gf( 1 ), gf(2), . . ., gf( 2v)), then # (i, j>f + #(i, i>f is even. 
Note that if f E BZk,n then, by Lemma 2.2, f(1) # f(l+l), 1 <, 1 < 2v, 
and, by Lemma 2.3, if (i, j) E 
#(j,i)f=l.HencefEC!:fi. 
.igfc 1 ), . . . . gf( 2v)}, then # (i, j)f = 1, 
Let Cik n denote the set of all f E C,, n such that df = j. By Lemma 
2.1,iffE &, then df 5 k + 1. Thus Czk, n = Ufzrl Cik,@ and 
Iemma 3.2. # C’2k n = (7) (#$ $ . , , 
Proof. The relation - determined by f-f* iff SE C& n, f* E Cib n and 
Id(l), f(2), . . . . f(2k+ I)} = r(l), f*(2), . . . . f*(2k+ 1)) ‘c an equivalence 
relation. Cik n 
#C& n 
is split into (7) equivalence classes by -, each containing 
members. Hence # Cik 
. . 
proof’ of the lemma. 
, 
n = (7) (#c&). llm completes the 
Using Lemma 3.2, one has 
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k+l 
#C2k n , -]q c>(=& j)* , 
Thus, # C2k,* is determined for all n by # C&l, # C& . . . . # $l,h+l. 
An unsuccessful attempt o determine these numbers in a closed form 
was made. In ars,;ittempt to solve the problem, the numbers found in 
‘I’aMe 1 were obtained by direct enumeration. 
Table 1 
Enumerations. The numbers in the body of the cable are 
n-l (#iJzk, n) = n-‘(y) (#&) 
. 
k, n’ 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3,2 
393 
394 
335 
376 
4,2 
1,3 
4,4 
4s 
4-6 
532 
593 
534 
5,s 
536 
692 
693 
694 
655 
696 
697 
1 
2 * i. 
3 :“o 
4 120 
5 200 
1 
2 84! 
3 252 
4 so4 
5 840 
I 
2 340 
3 1,020 
4 2,040 
5 3,400 
1 
2 1,364 
3 J ,092 
4 8,184 
5 13,640 
6 20,460 
30 
120 
300 
390 
1,560 336 
3,900 1,680 
3,840 
15,360 8,544 
38,400 42,720 S,U40 
34,980 
139,920 153,600 
349,800 768,000 214J@O 
699;600 2,304,ooo 1,284,480 95,040 
A knowledge of the numbers # Cy2k n would give the sequence of 
moments of the expected value of the’empirical distribution function 
of the random sign ensemble. 
By reformulating the definition of valid sequences with v + 1 distinct 
points in each, as expressed in the definition of BIV, n , one can extend 
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the scope of the so-called semicircle law established for random sign 
ensembles by Wigner. This has been rigorously proved in [ 21 in the 
context of general random ensembles. In fact, this combinatorial 
analysis has helped us to weaken tin assumption in a conjecture of 
Wigner [4] . 
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